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About This Content

It seems everyone is running late this morning and in order for you to avoid more delays you’ll want to do the best job possible
shunting several coal cars, car carriers and cement hoppers around TYNE the massive rail yard just outside Newcastle station.

This detailed session is driven by full audio and cinematic cameras to immerse you in a full shunting experience. Hear each
driver as they approach with their cars to have you shunt them to the required locations. Each with their own personality so

you’ll want to stay on schedule otherwise you’ll have a few of them make some complaints to the dispatcher!

Features:
Full scripted shunting session with cut-scenes and audio task details and commentary.
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This game was worth playing. Iwas looking for her for a long time and found on the advice of thanks to the one who advised her
to me!... The idea of the game was good, i liked to play it. But... The game have glitches in achievements and there is also a level
that can not be solved, so you're stuck :D
Fix this and I will change my opinion.. May have wasted a good chunk of my day playing this game and not writing new
material for the open mic tonight. A life well wasted. Not even mad. 10\/10 would recommend.

So. I bought this game the moment it went on sale and finished it in 3 sittings. I am a fan retro RPG's and based off of the
description I could tell that this game would be something special.

The game plays with familiar themes and video game tropes in a way that it felt like I was having a conversation directly with
the developer about our collective video game history.

The writing is funny and feels honest and truthful while playing on ideas of morality and responsibility in a fantasy world
setting. There is much to explore with easter eggs everywhere.

The mechanics are interesting and the playstyle is customizable so that I had to do a fair amount of strategizing to defeat the
final boss which actually felt like a huge accomplishment.. edit: oh man im completely redoing this review wew

1 GBPS internet speed
loads a game
2 seconds later
im in a game
me: im gonna win this, just you wait
about two minutes later: wow i just lost

7\/10. Quite fun, but I've only encountered like 2 persons and 4 bots. More people should play it.. Bob was hungry but he also
died a lot. 10/10 platforms. Tidalis combines the best of match-three and falling block puzzle games. It can be fast and frantic
or simple and relaxing, depending on which options you select and combine from the dozens and dozens of different gameplay
modes. The singleplayer story is also ridiculously long.. story is abit linear, there are area that you could get stuck on the 1st
teleportation puzzle where the lift went up and if you fall down the lift would not go down and you can't continue even when
you restart at checkpoint, character kinda have a bug eye some eye animation would be good, jumping feels weird that dragon
creature I think its very well model and animate kinda sad it barely seen in the whole game, overall nice concept would I
recommend this game? Probabbly depending on your internet speed, I finish the whole game story in less than 30min but thats
not including the gem collection I think it might take longer if you focus on that.. I'll be quick (which, for me, is a rarity). This is
a perfectly fine game - competently designed, handles smoothly, controls like a twin-stick shooter should. It just feels slightly
unambitious, or like Wizbyte got it as far as "solidly functioning" and chose not to go any further. Balance problems pop up
early, with a bit of a "hurry up and wait" flow to the game. The fact that the main enemies have strict pursuit AI means that the
game does not demand the chaotic hand independence of, say, Robotron 2084. There are a few instances of lacking in polish,
too - I run the game in a downscaled resolution, and the bomb count and score multiplier are on top of each other, so I have no
idea what my value for either is.

If you cannot get enough twin-stick shooters, or if you've never played one, you probably won't regret buying this, but it's hard
to recommend when, even in my limited experience, I've played a few others that better capture the essence of this style of
game.. Very fun game. Offline only, which is fine with me. Definitely getting more than 20 bucks worth of fun out of it.
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fun little game, cartoon graphics and cartoon handling, better than mario kart imo. only thing that lets it down is the grind to
unlock the other cars.

9\/10. It's simple, the graphics are ugly, it lacks a sense of progression, but it's fun...
I got it for free, I got some cards, and I enjoyed it... I probably won't be playing it much more though.... Short fun puzzle game,
although there is something about this like the Zup! series that make me only able to play for short periods of time.. No online
co op...... Received this game through early access and was pleased with the product. There were a few issues to start with which
other reviewers have commented on but they were only minor niggles. Coming back to the game after a couple of weeks I can
see the devs have gave it a spit and polish and it now plays a lot smoother. The background music could do with a revamp
though as it gets a bit repetitive but that is my only niggle so far.

It's a great looking, addictive top down racer which has quite the learning curve. Tracks are varied and the AI of the other
vehicles is pretty good, reminds me of the old school racers back in the early 90's. I would definitely recommend it.. I want to
love this game but it is not very polished.
Useful things in VR like reorienting yourself without turning your head are also missing.
Simple things like invert mouse on the desktop end are missing.
. Not worth the money spent. Slow, difficult to control, boring.. Great third part and finale to a very exciting choose-your-own-
adventure trilogy!

Highly recommend the entire trilogy!
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